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Part One(14pt)Task one :A/Reading Comprehension (7pts) 

A/: I Read the text then complete the following table. (2pts) 

 The name of the physicist           The miracle The discovery        The year   

        Issac Newton The apple   Gravity  1678 

 

B/:I read the text again and say “true ,false or not mentioned” : ( 3pts) 

1- The apple helped Issac Newton to discover gravity .  True 
2- Isaac Newton discovered gravity335 ago . True 
3- He died at the age of 84. Not mentioned  

C/ Lexis: (2pts) 

A/ 1-I find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following: 

 well known = Famous               many = a lot of 

  

  むية ة: اما季غة اإنجلي  الل 

 مت．سط الثالثة    : ست．・ ام 

 み /03 /2022 اريالت  

 و نصé ساعة : ةامد  
 نموذجي  تصحيح

    In the world of science  , the apple is not just an ordinary fruit rather it is the symbol of 
great discovery , which led  the foundation of our scientific age . The apple was the 
miracle that helped the famous physicist “Issac Newton “ to discover gravity in 1687 .  

   One day,  Issac was reading a book under an apple tree on the  

farm , suddenly an apple fell down. For a lot of people that would 

be the end of the story , but not for Issac Newton. He was asking 

himself all the time “Why did the apple fall down?”  and he spent  

many years answering this question by thinking and doing  

experiments.   

  After all his theories , he came up to an interesting conclusion; it was because of gravity 
that the apple fell down.   
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2- I find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following: 

The beginning ≠ The end          asking ≠ answering            

 B- / Mastery of Language :                                                                                                                  

A/Write the correct form of the verbs between brackets (02pts) 

  1-While Louis Pasteur was looking for a vaccine against typhoid ,many people  were 

dying all over the world. 

  2-I  was working  in the application of laser technology to microelectronics while I was 
living in Japan. 
 
B/Combine the following sentences using relative pronouns :”who , which  “(0 3pts) 

 1-“The canon of Medicine” is a book.Ibn Sina wrote this book many years ago. 

…-“The canon of Medicine” is a book Which Ibn Sina wrote many years ago. 
2- Isaac Newton Published a book. This book is considered one of the most famous books 
on physics.               
Isaac Newton Published a book WHICH is considered one of the most famous books 

 3-Ibn Battuta went to Egypt in 1326. Ibn Battuta met many scholars there.  
… Ibn Battuta Who went to Egypt in 1326 met many scholars there. 
C/Classify the verbs according to their pronunciation of the final “ed” (2pts) 

Travelled – crossed -   visited – returned 
                                                                                                  

                                                                                

 

                                       

 Part Two:  Task two :Integrated Situation [06 pts] 

   The pupils write a biography of the great scientist Isaac Newton using the information given 
by the teacher 
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